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Chennai: The Green Tamil Nadu Mission (GTM) has set an ambitious target of plating 644 crore saplings across
the state this year. The State Pollution Control Board and the Tamil Nadu Forest Plantation Corporation too would
chip in to achieve the goal this time.

Principal chief conservator of forests Deepak Srivastava, who is also director of the mission, said the State
Pollution Control Board sanctioned 60 crore, and the State Forest Plantation Corporation had allocated 15 crore
for the project.

Already more than six crore saplings have been raised by various government agencies in 1,931 nurseries in the
state. Of this, 1.46 crore saplings have been raised in 260 nurseries with funding from the GTM. The state
agriculture department will take 75 lakh saplings raised in the GTM nurseries and they will be planted in various
farmlands in the state, he said.

Only trees endemic to the state have been raised in all the nurseries of the Mission, and the species include teak,
red sanders, rosewood, neem, pungam, neer marudhu, vengai, and Jamun.

In the last financial year, 3.14 crore saplings were raised and planted by various government departments in
different landscapes. To execute the planting work, various governmental and non-governmental agencies have
been involved, he said. The planted saplings are geo-tagged so that they could be monitored online. Whenever
casualties were reported, they were replaced with new saplings.

As northeast monsoon is in full swing, the planting works will be taken up in various parts of the state and by the
end of December the project will be completed. The remaining saplings will be kept for next year’s planting, he
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added.

We also published the following articles recently

State vs state fights, on taxesThe 16th finance commission in India should consider the impact of short-term
migration on the distribution of tax proceeds to states. The current practice of relying on Gross State Domestic
Products (GSDP) to allocate tax proceeds ignores the peculiarity of India's economic transformation. Short-term
migrants, who earn in high-GSDP states but spend their income in low-GSDP states, already contribute to an
informal cross subsidy. The finance commission should collect data on short-term migration and consider
employment opportunities provided by high-growth states to low-growth states when determining the
distribution of tax proceeds.105267216
Seizures of over 1,760 crore reported in 5 poll-bound statesThe value of seizures of unexplained cash, illicit liquor,
drugs, and other potential inducements in the five poll-going states in India has increased seven-fold compared
to 2018, reaching Rs 1,760 crore. Telangana and Rajasthan account for nearly three-fourths of the total value, with
Telangana leading with seizures worth Rs 659 crore. Madhya Pradesh recorded seizures worth over Rs 323 crore,
Chhattisgarh Rs 77 crore, and Mizoram Rs 49.6 crore. The Election Commission attributes the increase in seizures
to robust monitoring and a new election expenditure monitoring system.105368891
Fintech firm Kiwi raises Rs 108 crore in funding round led by Omidyar Network IndiaFintech company Kiwi has
raised $13 million in a funding round led by Omidyar Network India. The funds will be used to expand its 'credit
cards on UPI' offerings in India. Kiwi is the first fintech company in India to launch 'credit cards with UPI' by
issuing digital RuPay Cards in collaboration with banks. Its mobile application allows users to make secure
payments using a credit card or a bank account directly through their phones. Kiwi previously secured $6 million
in funding.105378117


